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Torico 
JACKET 

TORICO LTD 
3-6-6 Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo Japan 
105-0004 
TEL: +81-3-3503-1711 FAX: +81-3-3503-1755 

A jacket that protects the environment  
from heat dissipation. 

A jacket that saves heat from 
the industrial heat source 
equipment  and saves energy 
and protects 
the environment. 

Thermal Insulation Jackets 

Torico JACKET 
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The Torico Jacket is a strong, 
easy-to-use jacket that can be used in various places. 

Earth-friendly 
Energy saving effect of  

equipment contributes to CO2  
reduction 

Reduces energy consumption and electricity usage  
by preventing heat dissipation from operating  
equipment and improving thermal efficiency. 
   The effect of ambient temperature can be  
     minimized by shortening the start-up time  
        by keeping the heat-retaining effect for  
                   a certain period even in the  
                       stopped equipment. 

Improvement  

environment 
of working  

Improves poor working environment 
 due to heat dissipation 

Covering the heat source has the effect of  
preventing burns and mitigating impact.  

In addition, by suppressing heat dissipation,  
the room temperature is stable and  

the bad working environment at  
high temperature is improved. 

durability  
Excellent  

The outer and inner layers are  
made of one-piece sewing with 
 a flexible glass cloth that has  

excellent heat resistance.  
It also has a soundproof effect  

of a compressor. 

Easy installation/  
removal allows  

easy maintenance 
With magic tapes or strings,  
anyone can easily install or 

 remove a weather resistant 
 insulation jacket anywhere. 
And this allows you to easily  
conduct periodic inspections,  

parts replacement, and repairs. 
 

Zero industrial  
  waste 

Reusable insulation jackets 
 with easy maintenance 

 specifications are environmentally  
friendly with no dust or 
 dirt caused by removal. 

 

For freeze protection 

With rain dew cover attached Silicon 
 coated glass fiber is used on the outside  
and high-density glass wool is used 
 on the inside. Prevents freezing by  
suppressing the flow of air. 
 

For cold/low temperature 

Jackets for cold/low temperature 
water piping to prevent condensation. 
Reduces condensation that occurs in hot  
and humid environments. 
 

For steam piping and valves 

Jacket type thermal insulation,  
which replaces the conventional 
 heat insulation construction of sheet 
 metal and racking, is easy and convenient 
 and does not generate industrial waste  
during maintenance. 

For high temperature equipment 

Thermal insulation jackets used for 5000C 
 or higher equipment such as boilers,  
heat exchangers, turbines and steam  
headers. Made to order according to  
the characteristics and shape of the device.  

※ The photo is an example of use cases. 



Material/Applicable temperatures 

Cloth 

Thermal insulation material 

Silica fiber 

Glass fiber 

Teflon coated glass fiber 

Silicon coated glass fiber 

Salt pitter porin 

Rock wool 
White glass wool 

Glass wool (binder included) 

Sewing thread 
Stainless thread 

Glass Teflon thread 

Polyester thread 

Nylon thread 

The materials of the components are as described above, and        indicates the standard specifications 
 (materials) of standard products. 
If you can inform us of the operating conditions such as the surface temperature of the target equipment 
 and the construction environment, we will propose a suitable material base on the use cases so far.  
If you need to manufacture with special materials other than the above, please contact us. 
 

Realize energy savings  +  
comfortable workplace 

After installing 
 thermal insulation 
 jackets 

Heat dissipation from the part with the jacket greatly reduced ! 

Use Cases 

High temperature equipment (outdoor) 

Plate heat exchanger 

※ The photo is an example of use cases. 
Globe valve/various valves 



Product List ・For globe valves (bulb valves, stop valves) 
・For gate valves (gate valves, sleeving valves) 

size Product Code(Flange type) 

Heat  
insulating  
material 

For globe valves Please put L (globe valves), or A (Gate valves) in the above product code□. 

For Y type strainer 

(Screw type)  

For check valves 
For Y type strainer 

For check valves 

For pressure reducing valves 

For pressure reducing valves 

For flanges (welding/screwing) 
For end flanges (plate flanges/closing flanges) (End Flange type) 

For flanges 

In addition to the products in the list, we have  
many standard products for valves such as ball valves, 
 automatic control valves, and safety valves. 
In addition to various valves, it can be also installed  
on straight pipes, branch pipes, etc. 
All jackets can not be installed unless there is  
space greater than the thickness of the  
thermal insulation material around the target device. 
Similarly, construction can not be performed when 
 it is in contact with piping support hardware,  
so in such a case, we will handle it by additional machining (shape change).  
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 
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